Assignment 10

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Name the leadership quality that is common between Ranar Tata, N R Narayana Murthy and Aarin Pant?
   - Option 1: Identical engineering knowledge
   - Option 2: Being a first-generation entrepreneur
   - Option 3: Charismatic personality
   - Option 4: Strong directive behaviour
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Charismatic personality

2. Leader's charisma can be multiplied manifold in an organisation through:
   - Option 1: Centralised leadership
   - Option 2: Consultant followership
   - Option 3: Blind followership
   - Option 4: Competition leadership
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Competition leadership

3. For people-oriented leadership to thrive, the leader should also facilitate an appropriate:
   - Option 1: Departmentation
   - Option 2: Policy manual
   - Option 3: Organisational ecosystem
   - Option 4: Work from home directive
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Organisational ecosystem

4. People-oriented leaders tend to be:
   - Option 1: Interpersonal
   - Option 2: Irresistible
   - Option 3: Intransigent
   - Option 4: Debatable
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Interpersonal

5. The rotational system of institutional leadership is commonly found in:
   - Option 1: Educational Institutions
   - Option 2: Judicial institutions
   - Option 3: Business institutions
   - Option 4: NGOs
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Educational institutions

6. N Chandrasekaran, the CEO of TCS becoming the Chairman of Tata Group and Rajesh Gopinathan, the CFO of TCS stepping into the CEO role:
   - Option 1: Digital Leadership Model
   - Option 2: Conglomerate Leadership Model
   - Option 3: Followership Leadership Model
   - Option 4: Promotional Leadership Model
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Followership Leadership Model

7. One of the good principles of leadership is loyalty, while loyalty is important, it:
   - Option 1: Should be blind
   - Option 2: Should be expressible
   - Option 3: Should be intransigent
   - Option 4: Should be a cause
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Should be a cause

8. The paradox of human relationships is that:
   - Option 1: Individuals like to be always independent
   - Option 2: Individuals like to be independent yet dependent
   - Option 3: Individuals like to be always dependent
   - Option 4: Individuals like to be neither dependent nor independent
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Individuals like to be independent yet dependent

9. A good leader must stay connected with the organization and the broader ecosystem. Under which scenario should such connectivity be there?
   - Option 1: Only in harness
   - Option 2: Only when out of harness
   - Option 3: Neither in harness nor out of harness
   - Option 4: Both in harness and out of harness
   *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Both in harness and out of harness

10. "Hi Fidelity" is an autobiographical book written by:
    - Option 1: Bill Gates
    - Option 2: Michael Dell
    - Option 3: Sabya Padilla
    - Option 4: Steve Ballmer
    *No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: Sabya Padilla